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MULTI-MILLION DOLLAR RENOVATION  
TO LOCAL ANN ARBOR HOTEL.

September, 2016. Ann Arbor, MI -- The Kensington Hotel staff are eager to showcase the completion 

of the first phase of the hotel’s recent multi-million-dollar renovation. Designed and decorated with an 

“urban boutique” theme, the hotel’s 200 rooms, lobby, and pool are now updated with a color scheme 

of whites, soft greys, and splashes of maize.

The Kensington Hotel’s rooms will cater to a wide range of guests, from the weekday business 

traveler to the weekend family visitor. The room renovations include new wallpaper, carpeting, 

furniture, charging stations and improved free Wi-Fi signal. The bathrooms have new granite 

countertops stocked with organic Beekman goat milk soaps.

The lobby has transformed into a communal space where guests feel welcomed to relax and 

interact with each other and with the hotel staff. Next to the reception desk, The Union Bar will 

be a wine bar and business computer center. The role of the hotel’s receptionists will expand to 

hosts who are present in the communal area as well as behind the front desk.

These updates are Phase 1 of the renovation. The process is far from over, however, as new projects 

in the hotel restaurant and event hosting venues are scheduled for the end of the year.
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ABOUT THE KENSINGTON HOTEL

The Kensington Hotel in Ann Arbor, formerly named Kensington Court hotel, was originally a 

Stadler-Hilton “Inn” style Hotel featuring comfortable lodging, meeting rooms and an attached 

restaurant. For 50 years, it has been an Ann Arbor landmark providing excellent accommodations 

for reasonable rates.
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